
This is a tutorial on how to make a KALEIDOSCOPE QUILT.  
 
The first thing to think about is your fabric choice. You have to make sure the fabric has a repeating 
pattern.  The distance between the repeats does not matter.  

  
Each fabric is different and has its own qualities. I’ll choose the first fabric. 

   

  
I’ll also use mirrors to give me an idea of what the wedges will look like. 
After choosing the fabric, I look for a repeat and mark it off with a pin and continue marking off the 
same  repeat. I then use my rotary cutter and mat to cut across the fabric from the fold to the selvedge.  
This fabric repeats every 11 and 7/8 inches. 

   
 I then unfold the fabric lay one cut on top of the other.  I carefully stack the fabric making sure I have 
the repeats lined up exactly one over the other.  

   



  Find a spot you can identify of each layer and place a pin. Find that 
spot on the next layer and the next and the next, etc.  Wiggle the fabric to make sure the pin is straight 
up and down. If it is not your repeats will not match up EXACTLY.  

 
.Move to you next place finding another repeat and place a pin there. Find that same repeat in each 
layer and pin as above. 

.              
 Continue to find your repeats and pin unil you have your fabric secure . Use as many pins as you feel 
necessary.  
I used a “Kaleidoscope Triangle Ruler” by Quilt Sense. The ruler can be found at 
www.quiltsensebymarti.com  The size to cut your strips after you have cut your repeats is given on the 
ruler.  

 
After you have stacked and pinned you fabric it is now time to cut your wedges. Move your pins if 
necessary. 

http://www.quiltsensebymarti.com/


   
After I make the first cut, I turn the fabric end to end and make the remainder of the cuts, flip-flopping 
my ruler. 

 
I have laid out one of the stacks to preview what the block will look like . 

 
After you have cut out all of your wedges, it’s just a matter of getting them sewn together. Be sure to 
press the seams open. Then off you go: sew and press, sew and press.  
After the octagon shapes are sewn you need to cut and add the triangles to complete the block. The size 
to cut your triangles is given on the ruler.   
Send a PM for any additional information pertaining to this tutorial. 


